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Spring 2021 All-College SOOT Results - Response Rate
Total

Completed

18,719

3,887 (21%)

Not Completed
14,832 (79%)

Spring 2021 All-College SOOT Results - Response Summary
A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

22 (1%)

20 (1%)

31 (1%)

27 (1%)

45 (1%)

34 (1%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

130 (3%)

141 (4%)

70 (2%)

115 (3%)

87 (2%)

118 (3%)

2 (Disagree)

108 (3%)

112 (3%)

61 (2%)

65 (2%)

65 (2%)

65 (2%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

135 (3%)

125 (3%)

62 (2%)

83 (2%)

88 (2%)

105 (3%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

352 (9%)

350 (9%)

183 (5%)

261 (7%)

282 (7%)

293 (8%)

5 (Agree)

1049 (27%)

922 (24%)

789 (20%)

764 (20%)

919 (24%)

920 (24%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

2095 (54%)

2221 (57%)

2695 (69%)

2576 (66%)

2405 (62%)

2356 (61%)

Spring 2021 Instructor Response Rate for Rachel Wolfe
Total
53

Completed
37 (70%)

Not Completed
16 (30%)

Spring 2021 Instructor Response Detail for Rachel Wolfe
A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

1 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

7 (19%)

3 (8%)

4 (11%)

5 (14%)

3 (8%)

5 (14%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

29 (78%)

34 (92%)

33 (89%)

31 (84%)

34 (92%)

32 (86%)

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php
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1242 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Spring 2021 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Total

Completed

Not Completed

16

12 (75%)

4 (25%)

Spring 2021 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

2 (17%)

2 (17%)

3 (25%)

2 (17%)

1 (8%)

2 (17%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

10 (83%)

10 (83%)

9 (75%)

10 (83%)

11 (92%)

10 (83%)

Spring 2021 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Comments
for A

Comments
for B

Comments
for C

The class was always fun She�s a theatre professor of course
and easy to understand
she was good at communicating

Comments
for D

Comments Comments
for E
for F

She treats all the students fairly and with respect and
loves them all and is super happy when they are in
class

Spring 2021 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

Evaluate your own
participation in this course.

Evaluate the learning
Evaluate the instructor's
Evaluate the instructor's
environment in this
interactions with students.
responses to your work.
class. (For example:
(For example: Did the
(For example: Were the
Were you intellectually
instructor communicate
instructor's responses to
and/or artistically
clearly and effectively? Were exams, assignments, labs,
challenged? Has the
student questions and
presentations, or other
instructor increased
comments welcomed and
course work helpful? Did
your understanding of
respected?)
the instructor set high
the subject? Were the
standards? Were you
classes thought
evaluated in a
provoking?)
constructive way?)

The participation in
this course were every
class because we
would participate in
acting. Every class, we
would have an activity
to do where everyone
would participate and
the activity I found
were interesting and
fun to do.

I learned how to
use my voice,
body, and facial
expression for
acting. It is
interesting to put
on a act that
could change you
from being you to
another character.

Good

It�s good
The teacher had
increased my
understanding of
the subject and

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the overall effectiveness
If there is
of the instructor.
anything else
that may
have affected
your
assessment
of the course
or the
instructor,
please
explain
below.

The instructor were
The instructor
The overall quality of this The instructor had a loud
great with interacting
always give a
course is high positive and effective voice and her
with students. Her
positive feedback
because I believe this
instructions were clear. Her
communication were that could help me
course has many
assignments were always
clearly voiced and loud later on to always
meaningful knowledge. I
doable and not too
enough for all of us to keep doing great at recommend students to
difficult.
hear what she is
this class.
take this class so they can
saying. She always
have fun and avoid stress
welcome and respect
from other writing
student�s question
intensive class. This is a
and comment.
fun class to be apart of.

I probably talked to I have a lot better
Very effective
much in this course all understanding of communicator good
things considered
acting and the
understanding of the
class was a great
course
place to
experiment. It was
very thought
provoking
I participate everyday
in this class

P3Q5
Evaluate the overall quality of
the course.

Clearly and effectively

Great constructive
feedback

10/10

Really great

The instructor
The course work was The overall quality of this
communicated clearly
helpful and the
course was excellent
and effectively. She
activities were
truly was welcomed different each time I
was in class

10/10

Just hire
her again

She�s amazing
The overall effectiveness
was excellent as well

2/10
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Utica College
challenged me
artisitically.

and respectful all the
time.

Could have
participanted more
but I really was
anxious about the
class
I participated when
needed but im not the
type of student to
participate a lot on my
own

The professor did The professor is very
If you messed up
The course isn't bad just
The instructor was
teach me more
kind to students and she will tell you how confused on why we need effective on teaching us
than i knew, But
wants everyone to
you messed up but
it to graduate
what needed to be taught
not so challenging
succeed.
also help so you
that it scared me
don't repeat the
away.
same mistakes

I participate all of the I came into this
The Professor was
time and have never
class knowing always communicating
missed a class.
nothing and being clearly and effectively.
scared to be on
stage. My
Professor has
thought me ways
in which I am now
never nervous and
can use these
skills in the
future.

The comments were
always helpful and
there was always a
chance to make up
the work to fix your
mistakes.

Good participation lots Super good. An
Always helped
Very insightful
of opportunities to get environment that
students and
responses to work
participation grade/all was comfortable communicated clearly. with reasons behind
grades up.
and welcoming
Answers email quick
grading that were
and she
and gives class time
thoroughly
challenged us
for any questions we
explained
intellectually and
may have.
artistically every
class.
Always come to class
always answer
questions

The learning
environment is
great everyone
help each other
out if needed

Very good.

10/10

Yes the professor
Yes she set high
The whole core was great
spoke clearly made standards if she feel
everything ever clearly we can do better she
in order for me to
tell us what we
understand
lacked on and then
give us another
chance to do it

Very good.

Really effective and overall No. Only
good professor.
good
things to
say about
this class.
A good
break from
harder
classes
The professor taught me
very well and Clearly

One sim
lab
effected
my grade
but I got it
done

I participated as much This class was
The professor always
My professors
The course was very well
The instructors
as I could in this class.
slightly
communicated
responses were
planned out and thorough. assignments and lessons
The professor
challenging
assignments and
always helpful in a
were very effective. A few
encouraged
because it got me projects thoroughly
positive way. Her
weeks into the semester I
participation more out of my comfort and allowed questions standards were high,
was moved to an online
than any of my other
zone which
after. She also gave us
but she gave us
platform and she made
professors and seemed allowed me to
examples and videos opportunities to fix
sure that I was still
to get everyone
learn more about
to watch.
mistakes or improve.
involved in class
involved.
the subject.
discussions and activities
and that I was learning just
as much as everyone else.
I was there and
participated virtually
every day

I was somewhat
She always
artistically
communicated clearly
challenged, I had
and effectively. All
to work with new
questions were
people and on
welcomed and she
things I had never answered every single
learned before
one to the best of her
ability

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

They were always
helpful, she always
made sure I knew
when I did
something wrong.

Awesome, I had a great
time learning about
theatre.

Very effective

No
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3068 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - B
Spring 2021 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - B
Total

Completed

Not Completed

16

10 (63%)

6 (38%)

Spring 2021 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - B

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

1 (10%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (10%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

1 (10%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

1 (10%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

7 (70%)

9 (90%)

9 (90%)

7 (70%)

9 (90%)

9 (90%)

Spring 2021 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - B
Comments
for A

Comments
for B

Comments
for C

Great
professor,
really enjoyed
the class
despite covid
restrictions

Comments Comments
for E
for F

This is
obviously
professor
Wolfe�s
passion

I had
At the start of every class, the
Professor
absolutely no
professor does a quick
Wolfe exhibits
issues
housekeeping announcement
a love for
understanding
regarding assignments and
acting and
and applying upcoming events such that there conveys that
materials
are no questions about due dates
to her
taught in
and what is occurring in class
students
class.
that day.
through her
teachings.
Great
Professor

Comments
for D

Great professor

Very fair
with how
she
grades,
offers
feedback
on
everything
submitted
to get
students
onto the
right path
Very approachable and understanding on matters inside and
outside of the classroom.

Great
Professor

Great Professor

Everything
that is
graded is
based on
things we
have
covered
and
learned in
class.
Great
Professor

Great
Professor

Rachel has been absolutely wonderful in terms of student care for
emotional, mental, physical wellbeing, etc! However some very
specific instances of "empowering students to come out of their
shells" could get muddied when a legitimate trigger or barrier
prevents that student from opening up and could be left alone and
accommodated. She has an amazing teaching approach that could
just use a tweak or a touch off the gas pedal

Spring 2021 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - B
P3Q1
Evaluate your own participation in this
course.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

Evaluate the learning
Evaluate the
Evaluate the instructor's responses to
environment in this
instructor's
your work. (For example: Were the
class. (For example:
interactions with
instructor's responses to exams,
Were you
students. (For
assignments, labs, presentations, or other
intellectually and/or
example: Did the
course work helpful? Did the instructor
artistically
instructor
set high standards? Were you evaluated
challenged? Has the communicate clearly
in a constructive way?)
instructor increased
and effectively?

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the
overall quality of
the course.

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the
instructor.

If there is anything
else that may have
affected your
assessment of the
course or the
instructor, please
explain below.

4/10
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your understanding
Were student
of the subject? Were
questions and
the classes thought comments welcomed
provoking?)
and respected?)

I feel I participated well in this
class, I also had a good time
doing so.

Every class was The instructor
very interesting
always
and informative. communicated
All the lessons exactly what she
were well
wanted from
planned so
students and
learning was kept to what she
very easy
said she wanted.

The instructors responses to
assignments were very well
done. If there were issues she
clearly outlined them and also
appreciated good work.

I believe I did everything I could
Great
Professor Wolfe
Super helpful, always gave
in this class to get a good grade environment to is incredibly kind feedback to help get our graders
from extra credit opportunities
learn in, very
and engaged
higher! Super supportive and
to helping out other students in
mellow and
with teaching
understanding on late
my group assignments when
relaxing area in
her students,
submissions! This classes
they did not completely
the theater room she cares more dynamics made it easy for me to
understand the task
about the
do well in the class
students
learning than
how much time
it takes to get a
point across
I think I participated in the class,
Yes, The
relatively well and would answer instructor has
or do things that I often knew
increased my
the answers
understanding of
the subject, by
giving many
examples to help
me remember
things for the
future

I think the
I think the instructor thought I
instructor work
did well on my assignment as
was very fairs as she often give comments giving
she a lot of time me feedback on what I did well
for students to and what I could have improved
hand in an
on
assignment and
would help
students if they
needed help or
were confused

Yes she helped a
The
lot with the
commutation
materials and
was perfect she
homework and made sure u was
class activities doing the right
were good
thing no matter
what.
I contributed when asked and did
my fair share of studying and
research for assignments,
however when doing so it was
pleasant.

This class had a
relaxed and
casual learning
environment that
worked for me. I
was able to learn
a lot in this class
about acting and
myself.

Prof. Wolfe
clearly
communicated
and welcomed
questions. When
questions came
up she was able
to address them
and resolve
issues or
concerns.

More like making sure we was
doing the right thing like
homework wise not many
professors are like that

The overall
The instructor
quality of this was very effective
course is a
and should teach
medium to
more classes.
high quality
course

5 stars

5 stars

I think the
overall quality
of this course
is excellent as
it was
extremely fun,
so doing the
assignment
were both
enjoyable and
easy as well as
challenging

I think the
instructor did
very well because
she would often
explain this very
clearly, whether
be through words
or examples and
would often help
those students
who need help

Perfect l
She was great Not exactly but
enjoyed every and for the future thank you for
minute of it students that are
everything!!
taking this class
make sure u pay
attention and
enjoy every
minute of it

The instructor was able to grade I would say the
my work for what it was. If I
course was
turned in work that was my own useful and of
and that I work hard on, I got a
high quality.
good grade. If I turned in
something I didn't work hard on I
got the grade I deserved.
Furthermore, the comments and
suggestions on assignments
aided in bettering grades for
further assignments.

It was fun nothing to complain
It�s a leaning The professor is She gave me tips and chances to The course was
about. Her had some memorial environment that perfect with that
fix my work
a fun class
days with
goes well with
it�s fine
the class

10/10

She�s was a
good teacher

I loved this course. This Professor Every time we
Excellent!
The grades I am going to receive
Would
Very effective in
has taught me many things.
came to class we Communication
for this class are fair.
recommend to challenging us
are challenged was the best out
other students and teaching us
and taught to
of all my
for sure.
many great
think outside the
professors.
things.
box.
I think That I participated greatly I think it was a My interactions My teacher has sent detailed and
in this course.
very positive and
with my
constructive responses.
fun learning
professor have
environment.
been positive
The instructor
and influential.
increased my
understanding of
the subject and
did a great job.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

No

the quality of
The overall
the work was effectiveness was
very well done
a 10/10
and I feel like I
learned a lot.

Nothing at all

Excellent
course.

She really
taught to my
strengths and
helped me
improve my
weaknesses. She
was very
positive and fun
and created an
environment

5/10
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that I enjoyed
being a part of.
I feel like for Elements of Acting, Yes, in all aspects
I was an active participant to the
max extent some transgenderspecific traumas (unique to my
experience) allowed. When those
situations arose, I may have
found it a little awkward to
navigate, but outside of those
few moments, participation and
encouragement to participation
came easy.
Participation for this course is
mandatory due to the hands on
learning.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

Yes, in all
aspects

Yes, I found that Rachel's
feedback helped me improve

Elements of I think Rachel did
Acting was one an excellent job
of the most fun
engaging
and enriching students in the
theatre courses material, and
I've taken!
helping them
follow through
with assignments

The learning
The instructor
The instructor responded to
This course in
environment for
was very
every assignment with clear
my opinion is
this course was
involved and details, comments, and feedback. of high quality.
hands on and as very clear with
a student we the material that
have to
we would be
participate to learning for each
understand the
class.
material as well
as to learn the
material.T

The instructor in
my opinion was
our leader for
this class which
made much
better students.

N/A

Nothing has
affected my
assessment for
this class.
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4357 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - C
Spring 2021 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - C
Total

Completed

Not Completed

14

9 (64%)

5 (36%)

Spring 2021 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - C

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

2 (22%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

7 (78%)

9 (100%)

9 (100%)

8 (89%)

9 (100%)

7 (78%)

Spring 2021 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - C
Comments Comments
for A
for B

Comments
for C

Comments
for D

Comments
for E

Comments
for F
She's really good at
accepting late work

Loved her
best
professor i
had
Professor Wolfe always has a fantastic attitude and
She is always in a great mood and
you can always tell that she knows what she's
always encouraged students to do their
talking about and wants to show her students the best and step out of their comfort zone
greatness of Theatre.
which is really nice.

She gives you plenty of
opportunity to do well in
her class and always gives
every student a fair
chance at grading.

Spring 2021 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - C
P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

Evaluate your own
participation in this course.

Evaluate the learning
environment in this
class. (For example:
Were you intellectually
and/or artistically
challenged? Has the
instructor increased
your understanding of
the subject? Were the
classes thought
provoking?)

Evaluate the instructor's
interactions with students. (For
example: Did the instructor
communicate clearly and
effectively? Were student
questions and comments
welcomed and respected?)

I would answer
The class size was
She was always clearly
questions and towards small, which I liked explaining things and was
the end of the
and whenever we
always happy to answer
semester I lead the
had to be in
questions even if someone
warmups
groups it was
had already asked the
usually only 2-4
same question 2 seconds
people
ago
I enjoyed this class
and felt comfortable
to participate often. I
think i participated
more then others in
the class.

Fun, enjoyable,
challenging but
not impossible. I
had fun while
learning more
about theatre and
techniques.

It is very easy to
participate in this

The professor has
extremely

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

Great with students,
flexible, understanding,
fun and welcoming.

P3Q4

P3Q5

Evaluate the
Evaluate the overall quality
instructor's
of the course.
responses to your
work. (For example:
Were the instructor's
responses to exams,
assignments, labs,
presentations, or
other course work
helpful? Did the
instructor set high
standards? Were you
evaluated in a
constructive way?)

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the overall effectiveness of
the instructor.

If there is
anything else
that may
have affected
your
assessment
of the course
or the
instructor,
please
explain
below.

She always had
It was good! It had
Good. She is really passionate
good feedback more learning than the about her job and encourages
that made me theater class I took last
students to actively
want to keep
semester. I felt like I
participate and learn! She is
participation in was actually learning.
lovely!
the assignments
She is great
I think the course was very effective she was always
when it comes
great and would
here, on time, grades timely
to grading and recommend people to
and understanding
being helpful. take this course for fun
or for major related
class.

She says hello to every
The worksheets
10/10 would
10/10 she is an amazing
single one of us when we are very helpful recommend to a friend. teacher and works really well

7/10
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class and is quite fun
to join in.

increased my
walk into the class, always and interesting
learning in this
wishes us a good day or
to do. She set
subject and has
weekend, works very well high standards
made it enjoyable
with the students and
because the
to learn.
instructs us through warm work is not very
ups thoroughly.
hard.

I participated to the
fullest extent

This class
She communicated clearly she gave me the
challenged my
and effectively
necessary
acting skills more
feedback I
than they ever
needed
have before

Professor Wolfe gets
The learning
Yes, Professor Wolfe is a
all the students
environment was very engaging instructor.
engaged in every
pretty much very After she tells her logistics,
activity she does. I
interactive while she asks the whole class if
pretty much had to do wearing masks and they had any questions and
it for a grade but I did also being socially asks a second time to make
enjoy it.
distant. She puts
sure. She greets us every
safety as a #1
time we walk in.
priority.
This class really
helped me open up
and engage more with
other students. Being
an off ground student,
this class gave me the
opportunity to be able
to engage and make
friends with other
classmates compared
to other classes where
you traditionally just
sit in silence and
listen.

I loved this class. I
think it was my
favorite because it
was not super
stressful but
allowed me to still
learn things. I felt I
was challenged
majorly in terms of
creativity and it
really allowed me
to explore my
abilities with
public speaking.

It was an excellent
learning
environment and I
was artistically
challenged a few
times because I
have never acted
on stage before
and it was
interesting to see
this take place and
learn how to.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

Amazing course

Very effective

nah

They were
She is very passionate
IF she is teaching a lesson,
really helpful,
about her job, she
she would first talk about it,
she knows what really does care for then show us, after she makes
she was talking
everybody being
us try it ourselves.
about and have successful and makes it
back research fun on learning acting
on it.

Professor Wolfe was a
Professor Wolfe This class involved a Professor Wolfe did help me to
really nice and genuine
was very
lot of �stupid shit� understand many things about
teacher. She was very
encouraging
but I think that�s
acting I did not previously
understanding of how life
when giving
what made this class
know. She was very good at
is not always perfect and
feedback and
stand out. My sister
teaching and explaining
how sometimes school
always gave took this same class at
things. Also, she would
doesn�t need to be the
constructive
Utica, but with a
individually check on each
top priority. I feel this
criticism in a
different teacher and
student and that was really
quality of Dr. Wolfe says
way that was
she said she wished
nice to know that she cared
more about her as a person
helpful.
she had Professor
about our learning on a
instead of as a teacher, but
Wolfe. The activities
personal level. Overall,
all of these qualities made
we did were fun but
Professor Wolfe was a great
her class much more
also taught us the
teacher and I would
enjoyable.
elements of acting.
recommend her anyone.

I think I grew to feel The classes were We love Dr. Wolfe she was I think she was
apart of the class and well put together
very nice and explained
very fair with
I was very comfortable and easy for me
everything well all
grading
to say what was on my and my classmates
semester
mind
to learn
I did well in this class
and really stepped out
of my comfort zone
while taking this class,
I even led our class
warmups on stage by
myself.

with this age group.

Give this course a A+ The instructor made this class
Bring
because the professor
fun
professor
made it fun
Wolfe back
!!

She always has a positive She always gave I really enjoyed this
attitude and gives her best
me helpful
course for someone
to the students and
feedback and
who had to take it, I
answers questions in the
when I had a tried to make the best
best way she can. She also grade I didn't out of it and Dr. Wolfe
gives resources for things really like, she really helped make it
if you need those as well. told me what I
enjoyable for me.
could fix to get
a better grade
and redo it.

She does a fantastic job
reaching students and
explaining material so you
always feel like you're
involved. She also gives nice
constructive tips on how you
can better your performances
and work.
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4358 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - D
Spring 2021 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - D
Total

Completed

Not Completed

7

6 (86%)

1 (14%)

Spring 2021 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - D

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

1 (17%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (17%)

0 (0%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

5 (83%)

6 (100%)

6 (100%)

6 (100%)

5 (83%)

6 (100%)

Spring 2021 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - D
Comments
for A

Comments
for B

Everything is expressed clearly in
Person and on engage.

Comments
for C

Comments
for D

Comments
for E

Comments
for F

Makes individuals feel
comfortable to speak to her about
anything .

Challenges you to excel but
also frequently makes sure it
won�t create harm

Very fair if
there is issues
talk to her and
she would
work
something out.

Almost all content is introduced in a
Information is Always seems
Questions and comments are
Acting is not always in
Professor is
clear and organized manor. There is a
effectively
eager to
always welcome. Professor invites everyone's comfort zone. I think
clear that
portion of the midterm that is not
explained every
teach and
comments on how we felt during
the professor does a
"acting talent"
covered in class, but the information class period with
uses
activities.
magnificent job making
in never a
is clearly provided on a vocab sheet at vocal and physical enthusiasm to
students feel they are in a
grading
the beginning of the year and
demonstration.
invite
judgment free zone to learn
criteria and
professor periodically reminded us of Instructions are engagement.
acting.
demonstrates
the vocab sheet's existance.
always clear.
exact tactics
being graded
on.
On engage modules are listed with
She always tells
dates and dropboxes for what needs us in class when
to be turned in. In class she
our due dates are,
thoroughly explains what topic we
as well as list
will be working on. She gives clear
them on engage.
instructions and does activities that
She also gives
help understand the topics more
clear instructions
deeply.
for in class
activities.
Before doing an assignment or
activity in class Professor Wolfe is
very clear and hits all objectives that
us as students should be focused on
accomplishing.

Professor Wolfe is very kind and She encouraged my classmates
understanding. She always greets
and I to do better.
everyone when they come into
class and treats everyone equally.
She understands that I am not as
experienced in these courses as
others and really helped me in
gaining experience.

Very. Each class I don't think She is concerned about our time When we are doing and activity Very, she is
Professor Wolfe I've ever seen to do assignments out of class in class we are to do participate flexible and
makes sure to
a professor
and how well we do them. She
in our best way possible in
helps us with
stop and go over
being so
gives positive feedback and is order to succeed in not only her
clear
anything we may engaged and always very understanding and
course but in general and she
instructions
have questions
enthusiastic
flexible when it comes to
helps us find ways to use our
before an
on.
about their
anything.
imagination for a better
assignment.
job teaching,
understanding of acting.
than her.

Spring 2021 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - D
P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

Evaluate your own participation Evaluate the learning environment Evaluate the instructor's interactions
in this course.
in this class. (For example: Were
with students. (For example: Did the
you intellectually and/or
instructor communicate clearly and
artistically challenged? Has the
effectively? Were student questions
instructor increased your

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the instructor's
responses to your work.
(For example: Were the
instructor's responses to
exams, assignments, labs,

Evaluate the overall
quality of the course.

Evaluate the
overall
effectiveness of
the instructor.

If there is
anything else
that may
have affected
your

9/10
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I participated fully in
everything that was
required.

understanding of the subject?
Were the classes thought
provoking?)

and comments welcomed and
respected?)

presentations, or other
course work helpful? Did
the instructor set high
standards? Were you
evaluated in a
constructive way?)

The instructor increased my
understanding of the
subject and made it fun to
learn.

Questions were always
welcomed and answered
clearly.

The instructor set
high standards, but
were reachable

great quality

Very effective,
especially
seeing that it
was a
condensed
version of the
course.

She is ready to listen and help
students anytime. She is free
to approach which suit me so
well because of differences in
language. She takes her time
to listen and understand me
when i�m talking.

Very Good.

Excellent

Very Effective

She went to every student to
check on them with
understanding. But also did
anonymous votes of speaking
up just in case people are shy
to ask her to go over in front
of others

They was helpful in
the short 8 weeks
helped expand my
knowledge about
theater .

Overall very fun
and hands on
barely gives
assignments only
but the days of
class. Very
understanding.

Very effective
and fast
grading .

I love participating on all my instructor gave me a
activities in the class
better understanding about
effectively.
acting compared to the first
theatre i had in my first
year. i wouldn�t mind
considering acting in future.
I participated everyday.
She allows you to
participate and earn
participation credits
everyday.

I participated above
average in this course as
I was already familiar
with theater and did not
feel as awkward
participating.

9/10

None of her classes were
provoking.

assessment
of the course
or the
instructor,
please
explain
below.

no

I was definitely artistically As stated above, teacher was Standards were at a I believe it was a I believe this I already
challenged to execute
effective with communication good level to fairly good quality, but
teacher was
liked
different and new acting
and was inviting of
evaluate students
it should have
effective in
theater
strategies to better a
comments/questions. I felt
with little or a lot of been spread out communicating and acting
performance.
valued as a participant in her acting background. over the semester.
material.
before
class.
Feedback was
At no fault to the
taking this
constructive and professor, the long
class.
positive.
classes over a
short period were
not my favorite.
My instructor really helped My instructor always asked My instructor always
me understand elements of the class if they had questions
gave honest
acting. Even though this is
after talking about or
feedback always in a
my first theatre course, I
explaining something. Those
positive way. She
didn't think Id learn this
questions were always
gave helpful
much. It was always a
answered cleary.
information.
friendly environment for my
classmates, professor and I,
as everyone was kind to
another.

In this course I felt very
The activities and
engaged and
challenges we did
comfortable, which lead throughout class was very
to a better participation intriguing. I am typically a
status on myself. I feel student that doesn't speak
that with the
much in courses but when I
comfortability of the
do it's because I feel
professor and having us comfortable and welcomed.
students get to know
That was the case of this
each other, it increased
course's learning
my desires of
environment. It was great!
participating.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

Throughout the time that I
had this instructor she was
very clear with all of her
instructions and directions. If
anyone had any questions, she
would go into depth to help
the student understand better.
Overall she took her time in
making sure we all knew what
was going on in class.

She was clear on my
work's feedback and
helped me find ways
to be able to turn
them in when I had
issues. She was
always there to help
and better you for
the next assignment
and challenge.

10/10

10/10

The quality of the
course was very
fun, entertaining,
and educational
all at one. I had a
very great time
taking this course.

Overall she
was very
effective
throughout the
course. I would
have her as a
professor again
if I could!

10/10

